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L
ithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with large
energy density, high power density,
and long lifespan are necessary inmany

applications, such as consumer electronics
and electric vehicles.1 A classical graphite
anode has a limited theoretical capacity
of 372 mAh g�1. Thus, tremendous effort
has been devoted to the preparation of
advanced anode materials with improved
energy and power densities to meet the
ever-increasing high-energy needs of tech-
nological applications.2 Graphene-based
anodes have attracted a great deal of atten-
tion owing to their high intrinsic surface
area, high electrical conductivity, and ability
to reversibly store lithium, not only on both
sides of the graphene but also on its edges
and defect sites.3�6 In addition, chemical
dopants/functional groups have been pro-
ven both experimentally and theoretically
to significantly increase the reversible lithium

storage.7�13 First-principles studies have pre-
dicted that the reversible capacity of a pyri-
dinic structure can reach 1262 mAh g�1.10

Another theoretical prediction based on re-
versible electrochemical lithium addition to
C6 aromatic ringswith a Li6C6model gives dis-
charge capacities of up to 2000 mAh g�1.11

Though many research groups have re-
ported graphene-based anodes with a high
specific capacity,7,8,14�19 the values areusually
basedononly themassof theactivematerials,
and the loading of the active materials is
generally small (<0.5 mg cm�2). However,
when the total electrodemass, including the
current collector, is taken into consideration
(for a commercial Cu current collector, this
is about 16 mg cm�2), the specific capacity
based on the whole electrode mass is lim-
ited. Thus, to improve the true performance
of an anode on a total electrode basis (both
mass and volume), increasing the loading of
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ABSTRACT We report the fabrication of a three-dimensional free-standing nitrogen-doped

porous graphene/graphite foam by in situ activation of nitrogen-doped graphene on highly

conductive graphite foam (GF). After in situ activation, intimate “sheet contact” was observed

between the graphene sheets and the GF. The sheet contact produced by in situ activation is found to

be superior to the “point contact” obtained by the traditional drop-casting method and facilitates

electron transfer. Due to the intimate contact as well as the use of an ultralight GF current collector,

the composite electrode delivers a gravimetric capacity of 642 mAh g�1 and a volumetric capacity of

602 mAh cm�3 with respect to the whole electrode mass and volume (including the active materials

and the GF current collector). When normalized based on the mass of the active material, the

composite electrode delivers a high specific capacity of up to 1687 mAh g�1, which is superior to that

of most graphene-based electrodes. Also, after ∼90 s charging, the anode delivers a capacity of

about 100 mAh g�1 (with respect to the total mass of the electrode), indicating its potential use in high-rate lithium-ion batteries.
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active materials and/or decreasing the weight of the
current collector are efficient methods.2,20�24

Here, by in situ fabrication, we present a three-
dimensional (3D) free-standing nitrogen-doped porous
graphene/graphite foam anode, which achieves large
gravimetric and volumetric capacities of 642 mAh g�1

and 602 mAh cm�3, respectively, on a whole electrode
basis, with good rate capability and cycling stability.
The values are obtained with an anode having a large
active mass loading (the active material is 65 wt %).
With ∼90 s charging time, the anode can deliver a
significant capacity of 102 mAh g�1, indicating its
promising use as a high-rate LIB anode. The high
specific capacity and good rate capability based on
thewhole electrodemass are attributed to the intimate
“sheet contact” between the active material and the
graphite foam current collector that facilitates the
charge transfer rate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 illustrates the in situ fabrication process of
the 3D free-standing nitrogen-doped porous graphene/
graphite foamelectrode. A thin graphitic layer of carbon
coating the Ni foam (G-coated Ni) was prepared by our
previously reported method.25 Graphene oxide encap-
sulated in polypyrrole (GO@PPY) was synthesized by an
oxidative template route.26 A mixture of KOH in ethanol
was then addeddropwise to a suspension ofGO@PPY in
ethanol. The G-coated Ni was then infiltrated with the
suspension (GO@PPY and KOH in ethanol) and dried.
In situ carbonization and activation were then carried
out by placing the material in a horizontal quartz tube
furnace under an argon flow at 650 �C and a pressure
of 1 atm for 30 min. The product from this step is a
composite of activated GO@PPY in G-coated Ni (which
we refer to as aNGO/G-coated Ni; the GO@PPY is fully
converted to N-doped carbon after the activation
process). The final free-standing material, denoted
as aNGO/GF, where GF now refers to the graphite or
multilayer graphene foam, was obtained after washing
with deionized (DI) water to remove the residual KOH
and0.5M FeCl3 to remove theNi, followedbydrying in a
vacuum at 80 �C for 12 h. The amount of activematerial,
which is the aNGO in the aNGO/GF, can be controlled
during the infiltration step. Various mass loadings ran-
ging from∼20 to 75 wt % were prepared. Photographs

of the G-coated Ni, aNGO/G-coated Ni, and aNGO/GF
are shown in Figure S1. The final product aNGO/GF
preserves the shape and size of the original G-coated
Ni. Compared to other activated carbon products, the
aNGO/GF with an inactive yet lightweight GF support
can provide a free-standing 3D interconnected struc-
ture, and the relatively high mechanical strength of GF
makes it suitable to act as the electrode without addi-
tional support.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the pure GF

shows well-resolved diffraction peaks that are in good
agreement with the standard pattern of graphite
(Figure 2a).25 The (002) peak of aNGO powder
(activated without the G-coated Ni substrate) is signifi-
cantly reduced andbroadened, indicating the presence
of predominately single- or few-layer “graphene”
sheets.27 The XRD pattern of the aNGO/GF consists of
both the diffraction peaks of the GF and the aNGO,
indicating the presence of both components and that
their crystalline structure is not affected in the compo-
site material. In addition, no diffraction peaks asso-
ciated with Ni are seen for aNGO/GF, implying the
complete or almost complete removal of Ni. XPS survey
scan spectra (Figure 2b) show the presence of C, O,
and N in both aNGO and aNGO/GF, and the inset shows
the C 1s spectra of the two samples. The position of
the main C 1s peak at 284.6 eV confirms that sp2 C�C
bonding is present in the aNGO/GF. The tail between
286.0 and 290.0 eV in both samples is due to the
oxygen- and nitrogen-containing functional groups.
The nitrogen content in the aNGO/GF is around 2�3
atom %. Deconvolution of the N 1s peaks (Figure 2c)
indicates three types of N, pyrrolic N (N5), pyridinic
N (N6), and graphitic N (NQ).28 Pyrrolic N is the main
N-containing functional group since the nitrogen came
from polypyrrole, and the carbonization was carried
out at a relatively low temperature (650 �C). Nitrogen
adsorption/desorption analysis (Figure 2d) indicates
a specific surface area (SSA) of about 2123 m2 g�1 for
the aNGO powder. The SSA of the aNGO/GF increases
with an increasing percentage of the active material
(Figure S2), and a measured SSA for the aNGO/GF of
943 m2 g�1 with a mass loading of 70 wt % aNGO
was obtained. Moreover, the blue shift of the G band
and significant D band in the Raman spectra confirms
the conversion of the polypyrrole to a N-doped carbon

Figure 1. Illustration of the fabrication of the aNGO/GF electrode: (a) G-coated Ni substrate, (b) infiltration of the G-coated Ni
substrate with a GO@PPY in KOH suspension and carbonization and activation at 650 �C to obtain aNGO/G-coated Ni, and (c)
final aNGO/GF obtained after residual KOH and Ni removal by DI water and 0.5 M FeCl3, respectively.
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and thus the nitrogen doping of the graphene sheets
after activation (Figure S3).29,30

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show
that the aNGO/GF has preserved the 3D intercon-
nected network structure of the pure GF (Figure 3a,b)
and for the aNGO shows a continuous and uniform
distribution on the GF struts. During activation, the
molten KOH reacts with the carbon to generate nano-
holes and rearranges the carbon. The resulting restruc-
turing yields a distribution of meso- and micropore
channels and increases the specific surface area.27

Moreover, the continuous distribution of the aNGO
is strongly influenced by the structure of the GO@PPY/
KOH precursor film as well as the relatively uniform dis-
tribution of KOH nanoparticles between the GO@PPY
layers that was introduced prior to activation.31 The
open structure seen in Figure 3c shows that the outer
surface of the GF struts was covered by the activated
graphene (aNGO). A high-magnification SEM image
(inset of Figure 3c) and a TEM image (Figure 3d) reveal
curled and overlapping activated graphene sheets
uniformly covering the GF struts. Furthermore, inti-
mate contact between the aNGO sheets and theGF can
be seen in Figure 3g. A thin layer of aNGO covered the
GF surface and remained as a “sheet contact” with the
GF. For comparison, we prepared another two electro-
des. One was obtained by drop-casting the aNGO
powder onto the GF with a binder (aNGO-on-GF), and
the other was obtained without KOH activation during

carbonization (NGO-GF). Both the aNGO-on-GF and
NGO-GF show a highly crumpled and discontinuous
distribution of active materials (Figures 3f and S4d�i).
In addition, contact between the crumpled active
material and GF for aNGO-on-GF and NGO-GF is more
“point contact”, while that of the aNGO/GF is “sheet
contact” (Figure 3g�i). The contact between the active
material and the current collector plays a very impor-
tant role in the electrochemical performance. Good
contact and continuous distribution results in efficient
charge transfer between the current collector and the
active material. These results imply the following roles
of KOH: (1) it acts as an activating agent to generate
small pores in the activated graphene sheets, and (2)
the in situ KOH activation ensures continuous distribu-
tion of the active material and intimate contact be-
tween the activated graphene sheets and the GF
surface through the chemical activation process. When
the mass loading of aNGO is increased, the activated
graphene sheets tend to partially fill the pores of the GF
(Figure S4b). This partial filling not only increases the
density of the aNGO/GF, it also increases the active
fraction of the electrode, resulting in better gravimetric
and volumetric capacities on a total electrodebasis. The
density of the aNGO/GF anode tested after compres-
sion was up to 1 g cm�3 with an areal density of up to
4 mg cm�2. The direct activation and carbonization of
the aNGO on GF produces intimate contact and strong
binding between the active material (aNGO) and the

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of GF, aNGO, and aNGO/GF; (b) XPS spectra of aNGO and aNGO/GF; (c) XPS N 1s spectrum of
aNGO/GF; and (d) nitrogen sorption of aNGO.
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current collector (GF). When compressed at 30 kN, the
GF struts remained continuous and were fully covered
by the aNGO. No aNGO peels off the GF (Figure 3e and
Figure S4c).
The performance of aNGO/GF as an anode for LIBs

is shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that this
is based on the total mass of the anode (including
the mass of activated graphene and GF), not the mass
of active material only. Furthermore, the aNGO/GF was
used directly as the anode, without the use of a metal
current collector, binder, and carbon black. Cyclic
voltammograms (CV) for the first three cycles obtained
at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s�1 in the potential range of
0.01�3.0 V are shown in Figure 4a. The first cathodic
scan shows an obvious peak in the potential range of
0.4�0.8 V that disappeared in subsequent cycles. The
peak is attributed to the formation of solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) films.32�35 Disappearance of this peak
in the subsequent scans suggests the existence of a
stable SEI film that prevents further contact between
the electrolyte and the anode. The peaks in the second
and third cycles are, respectively, centered at about
0.01 and 0.15 V in the cathodic scan and 0.24 and 0.29 V
in the anodic scan and are due to the intercalation
of lithium ions in the graphite foam.33�36 A capacitive
region is observed from 1.5 to 3.0 V.33 In both CV and
charge/discharge curves (Figure 4a,b), the capacity
below0.5 V is due to the reversible lithium intercalation
in the thin graphene layers,36�38 while the capacity

between 0.5 and 1.5 V is related to the reversible
lithium insertion/extraction from the residual func-
tional groups, pores, and edges of the graphene
layers.4�6,17,39,40

The aNGO/GF anodes with different activemass load-
ings were tested to investigate their charge/discharge
rate capability and stability (Figure 4c�e). When the
total mass of the anode is considered in evaluating
the true performance of a half cell, the percentage of
activematerial plays an important role; here, this means
that in a certain percentage range, the more active
the material, the higher the specific capacity. Figure 4c
shows that when the loading of aNGO increased from
about 50 to 70 wt %, both the gravimetric and volu-
metric capacities based on the total anode mass and
volume increased at all scan rates. However, theremight
be a trade-off in terms of the specific capacity and rate
capability/stability. When the mass loading of the active
material approaches and exceeds about 70 wt %, the
specific capacity at C rates above 10 C decreases. In
addition, the stability at 0.2 Cwas also found to decrease
when the active mass loading is too high, and here, this
was found to be about 70 wt % of the active materials.
Based on the above discussion, an active loading of

no more than 70 wt % should have a good balanced
performance between specific capacity, rate capabi-
lity, and stability. At 0.1 C, the specific capacity of
the aNGO/GF anode based on the total mass of the
electrode is about 642 mAh g�1 (volumetric capacity is

Figure 3. SEM images of (a) pure GF, (b,c) aNGO/GF at differentmagnifications, (d) TEM image of aNGO/GF, (e) SEM images of
aNGO/GF after compression under 30 kN, and (f) photographs of aNGO/GF (left and right top) and aNGO-on-GF (right bottom)
after compression. Active mass loadings are 1 and 0.9 mg cm�2, respectively. SEM images of (g) aNGO/GF, (h) NGO-GF, and
(i) aNGO-on-GF.
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∼602 mAh cm�3, 65 wt %). When the current rate was
increased to as high as 10 C (corresponding to a charge
time of∼90 s), a specific capacity of about 102mAh g�1

and a volumetric capacity of about 96 mAh cm�3 were
obtained on a total electrode basis (69 wt % of aNGO
load mass ratio). Furthermore, the specific capacity
was recovered once the current density was restored
to 0.2 C, implying good reversibility of the anode. These
results are, to thebest of our knowledge, better thanmost
of those for carbon, graphene, silicon, and metal-oxide-
based anodes reported in the literature when the mass
of the whole electrode is considered.6�9,13,14,17,41�45

This is due to the extremely low density of the current
collector (GF), which also contributes to the total capa-
city through lithiation/delithiation within a thin layer of
graphite. In addition, the aNGO/GF anode shows good
cycling stability (Figure 4d). At a current rate of 0.5 C,
the anode maintains a high capacity of 397 mAh g�1

after 300 cycles with a Coulombic efficiency of almost
100%. Although the specific capacity of the aNGO/GF
anode is smaller than that of Si-based anodes at a low
current rate,45 the rate capability and the cycling stabi-
lity of the aNGO/GF anode significantly outperform
Si-based anodes, making, in our opinion, aNGO/GF a
promising anode for high-performance LIBs.
The performance of the aNGO-on-GF and the NGO-

GF anodes was also investigated and compared with
that of the aNGO/GF anode (Figure 4e). With a similar
loading of active material, aNGO-on-GF shows poor
stability. On the other hand, the NGO-GF anode
exhibits a specific capacity smaller than that of the
aNGO/GF. This can be attributed to the poor contact
between the active material and the current collector,
as shown by the SEM images (Figures 3g�i and S4c�i)
and the impedance analysis (Figure 4f). Electrochemi-
cal impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to provide

Figure 4. Electrochemical performance of various anodes based on the total electrodemass. (a) CV at a scan rate of 0.1mV s�1,
(b) charge/discharge curves of aNGO/GF (65wt%) anode at different current densities, (c) specific capacity of various aNGO/GF
anodes during cycling at different current densities, (d) cycling and Coulombic efficiency aNGO/GF (65 wt %) at a current
density of 0.5 C, (e) comparison of anodes prepared with different methods during cycling at different current densities, and
(f) Nyquist plots of various anodes with the fitting results.
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information on the resistance of different anodes.
Nyquist plots and their respective fittings with an
appropriate electric equivalent circuit are shown in
Figure 4f and Table 1. For the aNGO/GF anodes, the
total resistance increases with the increase of active
mass, mainly due to the increase of charge transfer
resistance (RCT). With a similar active mass loading,
the charge transfer resistances of the aNGO-on-GF
(194 ohm) and the NGO-GF (124 ohm) are much larger
than that of the aNGO/GF (46 ohm), indicating a much
slower charge transfer rate for the aNGO-on-GF and
NGO-GF anodes. The different contact modes (“point
contact” for the NGO-GF and aNGO-on-GF anodes and
“sheet contact” for the aNGO/GF anode) between the
active material and the current collector, as well as
the difference in porosity and defect density of the
active material, could account for the different capaci-
tive performances of the anodes. SEM images of the
aNGO/GF and NGO-GF anodes after long-time cycling
are shown in Figure S5. Both show intimate contact
after cycling. No peeling off or disassembly of the
active materials is observed. The sheet contact be-
tween aNGO and GF and the point contact between
NGO and GF remain after the cycling tests. This further
confirms the highly stable performance of the anodes
to cycling.
For the sake of comparison with other studies, the

performance of the anodes based on themass of active
material (i.e., the mass of aNGO) was also measured.
With an areal loading of 1.5 mg cm�2 (∼24 wt %), the
specific capacity of aNGO/GF anode is 2321mAhg�1 at
a current rate of 0.1 C (Figure S6a). This greater than
theoretical value is due to the capacity contribution
from theGF, whosemass is not included in the capacity
calculation. A rough estimate of the contribution

from the GF, based on the reversible specific capacity
of pure GF (Figure S6b), is about 27%, and thus the
calculated specific capacity from the active material is
about 1687 mAh g�1 (at 0.1 C). This capacity value is
still higher than that for the other carbon/graphene-
based anodes and approaches the predicted theore-
tical value based on a Li6/C6 model.11 The improved
electrochemical performance of the aNGO/GF anode
compared with that of other graphene-based anodes
is attributed to its well-designed structure: (1) the
intimate and continuous contact between the active
material and the current collector ensures efficient
electron transfer; (2) an open three-dimensional struc-
ture with thin graphitic layers facilitates ion transport
within the electrode with small diffusion resistance;
(3) the uniform coverage of the GF by thin and porous
graphitic layers (aNGO) forms a rigid framework,
which is structurally stable during repeated lithiation/
delithiation even at high rates; (4) nitrogen-containing
functional groups increase the specific capacity; (5) the
direct activation of the active material on an ultralight
GF current collector improves the rate performance of
the anode but also reduces the inertmass in the anode,
thus resulting in a high specific capacity of the whole
anode; (6) the ability to accommodate up to 70 wt %
of the active material in the anode (without the use of
binder and conducting carbon additives) without sig-
nificant deterioration of the overall performance is very
favorable in terms of both gravimetric and volumetric
capacities on a total electrode basis.

SUMMARY

Wehavedeveloped a novel in situ activationmethod
to fabricate 3D free-standing nitrogen-doped porous
graphene/graphite foam anodes. The KOH in situ

activation not only generates small pores in graphene
sheets but also ensures intimate “sheet contact”
between the activated graphene sheets and the GF
surface. The aNGO/GF anode delivered a gravimetric
capacity of 642 mAh g�1 and a volumetric capacity
of 602 mAh cm�3 on a total electrode basis with good
rate capability and stability. With 90 s of charging, the
aNGO/GF anode is able to deliver a capacity of about
100 mAh g�1 (with respect to the total mass of the
electrode), indicating its promising use as a high-rate
LIB anode.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of the GO@PPY in KOH Suspension. Graphene oxide

encapsulated in polypyrrole (denotedGO@PPY)was first synthe-
sizedby an “oxidative template” route. Pyrrolewasdistilled twice
prior to use. The colloidal dispersion of graphene oxide (GO)
flakes was prepared by the sonication of graphite oxide (G-O),
which was obtained from natural graphite (Bay Carbon, Inc.,
SP-1) using amodifiedHummersmethod. Cetrimoniumbromide
(0.5 g) was dissolved in HCl (1 M, 10 mL) and was added to a GO

(1.3 mg mL�1, 20 mL) dispersion under constant stirring in an
ice bath. Then ammonium persulfate (0.9 g) was added. After
30 min, pyrrole monomer (0.5 g) was added to the above
solution. The reaction was carried out at 0�5 �C for 24 h while
it was shielded from light. A black precipitate (GO@PPY) was
formed and removed by filtering using a polycarbonate mem-
brane (Whatman, 0.2 μm). The filtrate was thoroughly washed
with ethanol followed by DI water. It was then dried at 80 �C for
24 h in an oven. The dried GO@PPY (100 mg) was then added
to ethanol (50 mL) under sonication for 30 min to produce a

TABLE 1. Fitting Results of Various Anodes Based on the

Equivalent Electric Circuit (in Figure 4f)

samples RSEI (ohm) CPE-P (SEI) RCT (ohm) CPE-P (CT)

aNGO/GF (53 wt %) 21.3 0.75 46.2 0.86
aNGO/GF (65 wt %) 48.4 0.75 60.7 0.84
aNGO/GF (69 wt %) 53.7 0.68 82.4 0.86
aNGO-on-GF (50 wt %) 55.6 0.75 194 0.64
NGO-GF (66 wt %) 42.5 0.85 124 0.71
pure GF 24.2 0.67 26.1 1
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suspension. At the same time, a solution of KOH in ethanol
was prepared, which was then added dropwise to the GO@PPY
suspension until the weight ratio of GO@PPY to KOH was 1:3.
The resulting GO@PPY in KOH suspension was used to infiltrate
the G-coated Ni foam.

Synthesis of the aNGO/GF Composite. A thin graphite coating
on Ni foam (G-coated Ni) was prepared as previously re-
ported.25 The GO@PPY in KOH suspension was drop-cast
onto the G-coated Ni substrate on a hot plate heated to 90 �C.
After the solvent had evaporated, another dropwas added. This
process was repeated several times until the desired GO@PPY
loading was obtained. The hybrid was then placed in a quartz
tube furnace under a flow of argon at 650 �C for 30 min at a
pressure of 1 atm. The sample was then cooled to room temp-
erature and washed with DI water to remove the residual KOH
and 0.5 M FeCl3 to remove the Ni. The final product was dried
in a vacuum oven at 80 �C for 12 h and is denoted as aNGO/GF.
The mass loading of the aNGO in the aNGO/GF composite
was controlled during the infiltration step. For comparison, the
GF was infiltrated with the same amount of KOH and annealed
under the same conditions. No weight change was observed
after washing away the KOH, indicating that the GF was not
affected (or affected only slightly) by the activation step. Further-
more, a control experiment showed that the weight of the GF
was not changed after the KOH activation process (Table 2).

Synthesis of Pure aNGO Powder. Pure aNGO powder was ob-
tained under the same experimental conditions as used for
aNGO/GF, except that no G-coated Ni was used.

Synthesis of the NGO-GF Hybrid. NGO-GF was obtained under
the same experimental conditions as used for aNGO/GF, except
that no KOH was used.

Preparation of the aNGO-on-GF Hybrid. aNGO powder was mixed
with poly(vinyl difluoride) in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone with a
weight ratio of 80:20 to form a homogeneous slurry under
magnetic stirring for 12 h and was then drop-cast onto the
graphite foam.

General Characterization. The morphology and microstructure
of the samples were analyzed by SEM (JEOL JSM-6700F) and
TEM (Tecnai, F20, 200 kV). XPS was performed on a VG ESCALAB
250 spectrometer (Thermo Electron, U.K.) using an Al KR X-ray
source (1486 eV). XRD was done with a Bruker D8 Advance
instrument using Cu KR radiation (λ = 0.154 nm). Brunauer�
Emmett�Teller (BET) specific surface areas were obtained by
measuring nitrogen adsorption with a Nova Quantachrome
(Autosorb-6) at 77.4 K. Raman spectra (Renishaw)were obtained
with an excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm.

Electrochemical Characterization. The electrode was assembled
in an argon-filled glovebox using a coin-type cell (CR2032) with
pure lithium foil (99.9%, Aldrich) as the counter electrode, a
polypropylene membrane (Celgard 2400) as the separator, and
1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (1:1 by
volume, Novolyte) as the electrolyte. All the electrodes were
dried at 110 �C under vacuum and then compressed under
30 kN before assembly. The densities of the anode with active
material loading of 65 wt % were 0.06 and 0.94 g cm�3 before
and after the compression, respectively. Note that the goal
of the compression with 30 kN is to obtain a dense aNGO/GF
anode by reducing the void space but not to adversely affect
the structure of the active material. The as-prepared aNGO/GF
composite has a large empty space because the GF has a large
pore size of several hundred micrometers (the nickel foam
is reported to have 42 mg cm�2 foam density, 450 μm average
pores size, 110 ppi porosity). The electrode is, of course,
compressed during the assembly of the coin cell, and the
30 kN compression is smaller than the compression applied

during cell assembly. Nitrogen adsorption on the same sample
(∼40 wt %) before and after 30 kN compression was done to
obtain the BET specific surface area and the total pore volume.
The BET specific surface areas before and after pressing were
about 516 and 477m2 g�1, respectively. The total pore volumes
before and after pressing were about 2.2 and 1.3 mL g�1,
respectively. The large reduction in the pore volume is due to
the reduction of the empty space of the foam structure upon
compression. The BET specific surface area is slightly changed
following compression (∼7.5% lower). However, compression
did not significantly affect the microstructure.

CV data were measured between 0.01 and 3 V at a scan rate
of 0.1 mV s�1 with a Solartron electrochemical workstation.
Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles were obtained on a
Land instrument (CT2001A) in the voltage window between
0.01 and 3 V at room temperature. EIS was carried out by apply-
ing a perturbation voltage of 10 mV in the frequency range of
1000 kHz to 10 mHz at open-circuit potential using a Solartron
electrochemical impedance analyzer. The current densities
used were based on the total mass of the anode, and here, 1 C
corresponds to 372 mA g�1.
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